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Introduction to	Coding Tecniques

o Lossless Coding:	invertible (no	loss of	information)
exploit	variable-length coding
compression ratio	small

o Lossy Coding:	not invertible (loss of	information)	
main idea	is quantization
-minimum	rate	for	a	given distortion
-minimum	distortion given the	rate
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Vector Quantization (VQ)

𝒙 ∈ ℝ𝐿

𝒙 𝑄(𝒙)

Partition of	ℝ𝐿:

𝐾	:	number of	codevectors
inside	the	codebook

𝐼+ ⊆ ℝ-, 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝐾

𝐼+ ∩ 𝐼4 = ∅, ∀	𝑖	 ≠ 𝑗

9𝐼+ = ℝ-
:

+;<

𝑅 = <
-
⌈𝑙𝑜𝑔B𝐾⌉ bits/component 𝑆𝑁𝑅 =

𝜎GHIJKLMGNIMHO_L+QKRSB

𝜎TNRKM+URM+JK_KJ+LHB
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LBG:	Algorithm with	pdf	unknown
1) Inizialization:	given 𝛵,	codebook {𝑦<

(X), … , 𝑦:
(X)},	𝑛 = 1,	𝐷(X)= ∞, 𝜀 > 0

Where 𝛵	is	the	training	set, 𝐷(X) is the	initial distortion and	𝜀 a	termination threshold
2) Optimal partitioning:	(Nearest Neighbour Condition):

3) New	codebook (Centroid Condition):

4) Total	distortion:

5) If 		h
(ijk)lh(i)

h(i)
< 𝜀 then stop,

else	𝑛 ← 𝑛 + 1	and	go	to	step	2
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LBG:	Discussion

o No	guarantee of	a	global	minimum	of	the	distortion (local minima	are	possible)
à it depends on	the	initial codebook

o Codebook initialization:	splitting technique

o Termination threshold set	to:	𝜀 = 0.1

• VQ	with	a	single	output	pointà average value of	the	entire training	set
• 2-level	VQ	adding and	removing a	perturbation = 0.1 to	the	codevectors
• Iteration until the	number of	codevectors is K
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Application:	Audio	Coding
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=Casta	Diva

ü As	K increases,	SNR increases,	but
also R increases (can	be	heard)

ü Casta	Diva’s SNR	is generally
greater than the	others

ü Anomaly:	Cello
Why?
-v𝑎𝑟 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜 ≈ 2	𝑣𝑎𝑟 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑎	𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑎
-samples of	Cello	closer to	the	
codevectors in	mean sense
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=Casta	Diva

Ø Can	match	the	points
with	the	table

Ø Casta	Diva’s SNR	is
generally greater
than the	others

Ø Anomaly:	Cello

Ø Man	voice	cannot be	
well-represented by	a	
woman	singing opera
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=Cello

ü SNR for	Cello	slightly
higher than Casta	Diva

ü SNR	for	Cello	slightly
higher than before
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=Cello

ü SNR for	Cello	slightly
higher than Casta	Diva

ü SNR	for	Cello	slightly
higher than before
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=itself

- Need to	transmit
the	codebook

ü Every SNR-curve	
has been pulled
up	
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=itself

• Red line	as in	top	left
figure

• Green	line	as in	top	
right	figure

• Others	all pulled up
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=Mixed1
Mixed1 is composed by	pieces of	audio	of	the	signals to	code

Values very similar as beforeà does it depend on	Mixed1?
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=Mixed2
Mixed2 is composed using various pieces of	audios

Values very similar as beforeà the	distortion introduced by	the	LBG	mostly depends on	the	
input	audio,	not on	the	training	set	(unless the	signal itself is used)
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=Casta	Diva

ü As 𝜀	decreases
the	SNR increases

Up	to	now:	𝜀 = 0.1

(closer to	the
codevectors)

- As 𝜀 decreases
the	complexity
increases (more	
iterations)	
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Results:	L=2,	mono,	training=Casta	Diva
What about the	anomaly of	Cello?

Now Cello has an	higher SNR	than Casta	Diva,	as it should be
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Results:	L=4,	mono,	training=Casta	Diva

ü Lower	rate

- Lower	SNR

At	the	same K as in	L=2 we have:
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Results:	L=4,	mono,	training=Casta	Diva
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Results:	L=4,	mono,	training=itself
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Results:	L=2,	double,	training=Casta	Diva

o Trying to	exploit	the	correlation between the	two channels

o Values higher than before

o Rates are	doubled because 2	channels
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Results:	L=2,	double,	training=itself

Some	signals not
improved because
correlation between the	
channels is low
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Summary
• Intro	to	coding techniques

• Vector Quantization

• LBG	algorithm

• LBG	applications:

- L=2,	mono,	training	with	one audio	or	with	the	audio	itself or	
with	mixed audios

- L=2,	double,	training	with	one audio	or	with	the	audio	itself

- L=4,	mono,	training	with	one audio	or	with	the	audio	itself


